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While not making it above the earlier-projected 4,000 bcf mark - the
end-of-season level for 2020 was quite high compared to prior years
at 3,919 bcf. And mild temps of late have allowed for injections to
continue into November with current levels at 3,958 bcf. Such level
translates to a 293 bcf surplus to last year and is 231 bcf above the
five-year average.

Injections are estimated to total around 145 bcf over the next three
weeks - but this is a squishy estimate with variable, but mild temps
overall. But if valid, the respective surpluses would be at 274 bcf and
225 bcf to last year and the five-year as of the week ended Dec 4th.
The month of November looks like will end up with withdrawals
totaling only around 36 bcf. This compares to 123 bcf last year and
69 bcf for the five-year average. As a single factor, storage remains
bearish. This couples with mild weather forecasts overall and
production not declining as fast as expected. LNG exports remain
the single most bullish aspect of the market at present.

Several random observations and
fundamental factoids of note;
(i) the crack spread and thus
average global refining margins
remain weak to long term averages
and thusly on-going bearish factor
for oil prices,
(ii) the EIA and private analysts
are no calling for 2021 U.S. crude
production to be flat to current
levels of 11ish million bbls/d
versus previous expectations of
continuing decline,
(iii) U.S. gas production is
similarly not declining as per
analysts’ expectations earlier this
year,
(iv) what was a shortfall in supply
to demand since April has recently
flipped the market balance to oversupplied with current mild temps,
(v) around 24,000 mw of new wind
will be on-line this year displacing
a theoretical 450 bcf of natural gas
on an annualized basis - assuming
a 30% annual capacity utilization,
(vi) Residential and commercial
heating continues to run on the
low end of the five-year range and
well below last year’s colder than
normal November

We haven’t reported on the positioning of the Large Hedge Funds in a while. But their accumulation of open interest in the market is
pretty much what we would suspect based on the recent price action. Their huge swing from 267,000ish contracts net short in February to a
peak of 143,000ish contract net long just two weeks ago is largely responsible for the price rally of the past several months before peaking.
The sector is net long in the aggregate 122,198 NYMEX Contracts (and equivalents) as of the week ended November 17th. This is a decline
of 20,734 contracts from their recent peak in net length two weeks ago. The now prompt month Dec Contract has declined $0.85 in two
weeks (high to low) since the $3.39 high of November 2nd. So while they have been liquidating some of their large net long position during
(or creating) this price decline, the sector is still quite long on a relative basis. And if this uber-mild weather does indeed continue as is
currently forecast - they will likely be forced to sell off significantly more of their length. This hedge fund positioning is why the market
could soon trade as low as into the $2.30’s whether fundamentally justified relative to macro conditions or not. It just depends on whether
or not the mild temp regime can flip back to colder before their patience is exhausted or further downside technical violations occur.

The juggernaut of wind and solar new-build of the last several years
continues on in ERCOT and all around the country for that matter.
The addition in ERCOT of 6,000ish mw of “new” utility-scale solar in
2021 will bring total nameplate solar to around 8,000 mw of nameplate
solar capacity within the ERCOT system. And this does not include
the on-going residential and commercial roof-top being installed.
Accordingly, solar capacity will finally attain a scale that will begin to
make a much more significant peak-shaving impact on summer
afternoon’s otherwise-existing load profile for the grid. This will of
course reduce the contribution of gas-fired peaking units needed to
meet hourly peak. It is still a long way still from solar-intensive
California’s “duck-shaped” load profile - but it clearly will make a
dent in flattening out the trough-to-peak ratio on summer days.

The question for next summer however is if all of the solar scheduled
to come on-line before next summer remains on completion
schedule. And we understand that there is a bill being sponsored for
introduction in the next session of the Texas legislature to tax wind
and solar. Such is far from becoming statute yet - but were it to pass it
might finally begin to slow the build-out of renewables in ERCOT.

Not that is matters terribly being a shoulder month - but October
absolute temps were right on the thirty-year average. But November
residential and commercial heating demand has averaged 11-12 bcf
above normal thus far according to most estimates. The Euro Model
forecast for the short term and the entire winter remains quite mild
with much above normal temps pervasive. But the Euro Model while
still very warm overall - did cool a bit from last week’s run.
These thus-far and forward-forecast mild-ish conditions are generally
due to the La Nina (sea surface temps cooler than normal in the
Pacific) with a strong La Nina not receding until spring. However, one
of the oscillating indicators, the Arctic Oscillation in this case, is
trending toward neutral. A positive AO generally allows for mild while
a negative AO potentially sets up a blocking pattern in the U.S. for
colder air. So this uber-mild temp regime that has been on-going may
begin to at least break down a bit into a more variable pattern of cold
and warm that the Euro is not yet picking up in its mid-range forecast.

